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ค�ำน�ำ

ฤดูกาลสอบน้ี เราจะผ่านไปให้ได้!!!

มาเตรยีมความพรอ้มกอ่นลงสนามสอบไปกับ “ตะลยุโจทย์อังกฤษ สอบ
ใหต้ดิ ม.1” หนังสอืทีร่วบรวมแนวขอ้สอบภาษาองักฤษกวา่ 2,200 ขอ้ ครอบคลมุ
เนื้อหาการสอบ ทั้งไวยากรณ์ยอดฮิต คำ ศัพท์ที่พบเห็นบ่อย และบทสนทนาที่
ใช้ได้จริงในชีวิตประจำ วัน ให้น้องๆ ได้ฝึกฝนกันแบบจุใจ มาพร้อมกับเฉลยและ
คำ อธิบายอย่างละเอียด ช่วยให้เข้าใจได้ง่ายขึ้น นอกจากน้ียังมีเกร็ดไวยากรณ์และ
คำ ศัพท์เสริมความรู้ ช่วยเพิ่มพูนทักษะและสร้างคลังคำ ศัพท์ไปพร้อมๆ กัน

ไม่ว่าจะสอบกลางภาค สอบปลายภาค หรือสอบเข้าศึกษาต่อโรงเรียน
ชั้นนำ  อ่านเล่มน้ีแล้วรับรองทำ ข้อสอบได้ผ่านฉลุยแน่นอน!

 คุณครูแม่ไก่
 (กนิษฐ์ ภำณุสัณห์)



subj. subject (ประธาน)

v. verb (กริยา)

v1 infinitive (กริยาช่อง 1)

v2 past tense (กริยาช่อง 2)

v3 past participle (กริยาช่อง 3)

v-ing present participle (กริยาเติม -ing)

sing-v singular verb (กริยารูปเอกพจน์)

obj. object (กรรม)

n. noun (นาม)

pron. pronoun (สรรพนาม)

adj. adjective (คุณศัพท์)

adv. adverb (กริยาวิเศษณ์)

conj. conjunction (สันธาน)

prep. preposition (บุพบท)

det. determiner (คำ นำ หน้านามเพื่อชี้เฉพาะ)

sth something (บางสิ่ง)

sb somebody/someone (บางคน)

ก   go (โก)

ค  cat (แคท)

ง  ring (ริง)

จ  jam (แจม)

ช  chair (แชร์)

ช  ship (ชิพ)

ธ  this (ธิซ)

น  name (เนม)

บ  boy (บอย)

พ  pen (เพน)

ฟ  fine (ไฟน์)

ม  money (มัน' นี)

ย  yes (เยซ)

ร  rabbit (แรบ' บิท)

ล  land (แลนด์)

ว  water (วอ' เทอร์)

ว  van (แวน)

ฮ  hot (ฮอท)

ซ  see ( ซี )

ซ  zero (เซีย' โร)

ฌ  vision (วิฌ' เฌิน)

ด  do (ดู)

ท  tall (ทอล)

ธ  thank (แธงค์)

วิธีการอ่านออกเสียง

อักษรย่อที่ใช้ในเล่ม

หมำยเหต ุ  เมื่อเสียง /p, t, k/ ตำมหลังเสียง /s/ จะออกเสียงเป็น /ป, ต, ก/ ตำมล�ำดับเช่น speak  

(สปีค), star (สตำร์), scar (สกำร์), skip (สกิพ) 

'		à¤Ã×èÍ§ËÁÒÂà¹Œ¹àÊÕÂ§	ÇÒ§ไÇŒËลÑ§
¾ÂÒ§¤์·Õèà¹Œ¹àÊÕÂ§Ë¹Ñ¡

์		à¤Ã×èÍ§ËÁÒÂ¡ึè§àÊÕÂ§	ÇÒ§ไÇŒº¹àÊÕÂ§
¾ÂÑญª¹ะ·ÕèÍÍ¡¤Ãึè§àÊÕÂ§

ตัวอักษรหนา ใหŒออกเสÕยงกŒอง  
ËÃ×ÍÍÍ¡àÊÕÂ§ÊÑè¹ã¹ล�Ò¤Í

about	(ÍะàºÒ·์')	à¡ÕèÂÇ¡Ñº
again	(Íะà¡¹')	ÍÕ¡¤ÃÑé§
van	(แว¹)	Ã¶µÙŒ

สัญลักษณ์ที่ใช้ในการอ่าน
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Common Noun and Proper Noun
นามทัว่ไปและนามชีเ้ฉพาะ

Test 01   Write each word under the heading �Common 
Noun� or �Proper Noun�.ค�านามทัว่ไปและค�านามชีเ้ฉพาะ

student Rome sister computer Cinderella
airport librarian Tokyo Santa Claus tourist
Thailand  aunt American lemon Mother’s Day
Tuesday lamb rhino December oven
Paris sugar cloud leopard Harry Potter
Dead Sea Titanic corn Halloween Alice

Common Noun นามทัว่ไป

Proper Noun นามชีเ้ฉพาะ
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Test 02  Underline �Common Noun� in each sentence.

1. Judy is a very attractive girl.

2. There are some oranges, papayas and coconuts in the basket.

3. Do you like cats or dogs ?

4. I don’t have any money.

5. Wild animals live in the forest.

6. May I have a cup of tea ?

7. I am a student at this school.

8. Are you a doctor or a nurse ?

9. Please come on in and make yourself at home.

10. My father is a policeman.

11. I went to the zoo and saw the tigers, gorillas and crocodiles.

12. There are three mice in the kitchen.

13. How many cups do you want ?

14. Are you a good soccer player ?

15. I would like to have a glass of water.
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Test 03  Underline �Proper Noun� in each sentence.

1. There are a lot of hotels along the Ping River in Chiangmai.

2. My sister is studying in London.

3. Mr. Brown and Mrs. White are good teachers.

4. We went to Phuket last Saturday.

5. Do you like Tom Yum Kung, spicy prawn soup?

6. I was born in November.

7. Girls like the ABC Band from South Korea.

8. Kate is my best friend.

9. We are going to watch The Lion King together.

10. Samsung is a very famous Korean company.

11. Have you ever been to the Grand Canyon?

12. I live in Bangkok but my family lives in Krabi.

13. Children love Easter and Christmas.

14. The Taj Mahal is a beautiful place in India.

15. I enjoy reading Robin Hood. It is very good and exciting.
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Countable Noun and Uncountable Noun
นามนบัได้และนามนบัไม่ได้

Test 04   Write each word under the heading  
�Countable Noun� or �Uncountable Noun�.

honey  people  mice  hour  tennis
car  money  lunch  meat  building
paper  orange baby  oxygen  ear 
kangaroo  pilot  water picture  coffee 
plane  hair  mobile phone fish  pants
month  hotel  mother  bread  weather
night  beef  garden  work  sugar
biology swimming  education  hospital  rice
chocolate  soup  pupil idea  truck
sheep  trousers  blood  grass  computer

Countable Noun นามนบัได้

Uncountable Noun นามนบัไม่ได้
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Articles
ค�าน�าหน้านาม

Test 05  Fill in the blanks with �a� or �an� or �the�.

1.  elephant is big.

2. My mother works at  Thai restaurant.

3. Peter is  good dancer.

4. Mr. Lim is  honest man.

5.  I have never visited  Sphinx in Egypt before.

6. Look!  sky is very cloudy.

7. I will wear  new uniform to school to morrow.

8. May I have  orange?

9. I have  problem to ask you.

10. Someone is standing at  front door of our house.

11. I want  bar of chocolate.

12. You can put  egg in the pan.

13. Danny is  very naughty child.

14. I bought a television.  television is new and expensive.

15.  Eiffel Tower is in France.
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Singular Noun and Plural Noun
นามเอกพจน์และนามพหพูจน์

Test 06  Circle the correct noun in each bracket.

1. This is a black (cat/cats).

2. Those (boy/boys) are my students.

3. He is my (father/fathers).

4. There are ten (policeman/policemen) here.

5. How many (apple/apples) do you want?

6. Put some (spoon/spoons) on the table, please.

7. I have two (foot/feet).

8. The (child/children) are playing happily.

9. David wants to buy a pair of (sock/socks).

10. My (bag/bags) is not big.

11. A school (bus/buses) is coming.

12. Can I have two (box/boxes) of milk?

13. Some (leafs/leaves) are dry and brown.

14. There are two pairs of (trouser/trousers) for you.

15. How many (tooth/teeth) do you have?

16. There are some (deer/deers) in the zoo.
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17. Take an (umbrella/umbrellas) with you. It’s raining outside.

18. Do you want to buy new (furniture/furnitures)?

19. I saw a lot of (fish/fishes) in the river.

20. My mother bought three (loafs/loaves) of bread.

21. Jane has a few pairs of (jean/jeans).

22.  Some (woman/women) and (child/children) are dancing in the hall.

23. I would like a (glass/glasses) of water.

24. There are some (volcanos/volcanoes) in Japan.

25. How many (day/days) are there in a week?

26. These (babys/babies) are crying loudly.

27. (Mouses/Mice) are everywhere in that dirty kitchen.

28. I’ll buy a pair of (goggle/goggles) for swimming.

29. How many kinds of (fish/fishes) do you spot in the pond?

30. These (strawberrys/strawberries) are very delicious.

31. Buy two kilograms of (tomatos/tomatoes) for me, please.

32. There is only one (tiger/tigers) in the cage.

33. Which (country/countries) do you come from?

34. That boy is four (foot/feet) tall.

35. There are not many (sheep/sheeps) on the hill.
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36. I need six pairs of (chopstick/chopsticks).

37. Green (vegetable/vegetables) are good for health.

38. Put some (potatos/potatoes) in the pot.

39. I had a (banana/bananas) for breakfast.

40. John has a new (mobile phone/mobile phones).

41. There are two (universitys/universities) in my city.

42. My brother is an (engineer/engineers).

43. Sandy bought a new (watch/watches) for her friend.

44. Their (parent/parents) are kind.

45. How many (people/peoples) are there in this room?

46. Would you like some (sausage/sausages)?

47. I saw some beautiful (dress/dresses) in this shop.

48. This is Anne’s (house/houses).

49. A gang of (thiefs/thieves) was arrested yesterday.

50. Those (butterflys/butterflies) are colorful.

•  watch (n.) = นาฬิกาข้อมือ, นาฬิกาที่พกติดตัวได้
•  clock (n.) = นาฬิกาตั้งโต๊ะหรือแขวนผนัง
•  digital watch (n.) = นาฬิการะบบดิจิทัล
•  analog watch (n.) = นาฬิการะบบที่มีเข็มสั้นเข็มยาว
•   smartwatch (n.) = นาฬิกาสมาร์ตวอตช์เอนกประสงค์ เชื่อมต่อได้ทั้งระบบมือถือและ 

อุปกรณ์เทคโนโลยี อื่น ๆ  เช่น หูฟัง บลูทูธ

 

 Tips
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Quantifying Noun
ลกัษณนามบอกจ�านวน

Test 07   Choose a correct �Quantifying Noun� to fill in 
each sentence below.

cup piece liter  bars boxes 
slices plate kilos glass teaspoon
loaf cubes bottles grains sheet

1. May I have a  of orange juice, please?

2. I would like some  of bacon.

3. Get me a  of bread, please.

4. Greg wanted a  of tea.

5. I will give a  of cake to each of you.

6. There are some  of rice on the floor.

7. Could you put some  of ice in my glass?

8. Ted is carrying a lot of  of milk.

9. I need a  of petrol for my motorcycle.

10. Jane has two  of chocolate.

11. We should put a  of salt in this soup.
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12. Ken bought some  of wine for us.

13. I want to order a  of fried rice.

14. Do you have a  of paper?

15. Brad bought three  of apples.

Test 08   Choose a correct �Collective Noun� to fill in each 
sentence below.

troop gang  crowd herd  set
fleet  pile  comb bunch  band

1. I will buy a  of bananas for the monkeys.

2. Jimmy gave me a  of roses.

3. There is a  of soldiers nearby.

4. The police caught a  of thieves yesterday.

5. A  of people is walking along the street.

6. I saw a  of cow in the field over there.

7. A  of newspaper is on my desk.

8.  A  of Korean singers is coming to Bangkok next week.

9. There is a  of ships in the sea.

10. My father is buying a  of new tools.
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Abstract Noun
นามทีเ่ป็นนามธรรม

Test 09   Choose a correct �Abstract Noun� to fill in each 
sentence below.

lie sadness  death ability illness
education decision  kindness  love  anger

1. Henry can’t go to school because of his .

2. You always tell me a  . I don’t believe you anymore.

3. Birds have the  to fly.

4. Thank you for your .

5. His  makes me afraid of him.

6. You have to make your own  now.

7. Her  made me sad.

8. I fell in  with you.

9.  can help you to get a good job.

10.  Everybody was full of  when their mother was 

dead.
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Masculine and Feminine Noun
นามแสดงเพศชายและเพศหญงิ

Test 10  Choose a correct �Masculine� or �Feminine� noun 
to fill in each sentence below.

1. The  (prince/princess) is handsome.

2. My sister wants to be a  (policeman/policewoman).

3.  Tim works as a  (waiter/waitress) at my 

restaurant.

4.  My  (grandmother/grandfather) is old but 

healthy. He exercises every day.

5. Hermione is a great  (wizard/witch).

6. Tom Cruise is a famous  (actor/actress).

7.  Queen Elizabeth the Second is the  (king/queen) 

of the United Kingdom.

8.  Mr. Brown is a kind  (gentleman/lady).

9. His  (uncle/aunt) is a postman.

10.  My  (husband/wife) cooks very well. She is a good 

cook.

11.  I have two younger  (brothers/sisters) and they 

are good boys.
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12.  Jenny’s  (bridegroom/bride) dress is beautiful 

and she looks happy.

13.  There are some  (cocks/hens) on my farm. They 

lay eggs every day.

14.  Have you ever seen the  (bull/cow) fighting in 

Spain?

15.   (Peacocks/Peahens) have beautiful feathers on 

their tails.

Masculine ค�าแปล Feminine ค�าแปล

father

son

man

monk

sir

nephew

hero

duke

tom

drake

lion

พ่อ

ลูกชาย

ผู้ชาย

พระสงฆ์

คุณผู้ชาย

หลานชาย

วีรบุรุษ

ดยุค

แมวตัวผู้

เป็ดตัวผู้

สิงโตตัวผู้

mother

daughter

woman

nun

madam

niece

heroine

duchess

queen

duck

lioness

แม่

ลูกสาว

ผู้หญิง

แม่ ชี

คุณผู้หญิง

หลานสาว

วีรสตรี

ดัชเชส

แมวตัวเมีย

เป็ดตัวเมีย

สิงโตตัวเมีย

 Learn more!
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Possessive Noun
นามแสดงความเป็นเจ้าของ

Test 11   Rewrite the following sentences by adding ’s 
(Apostrophe s) or ’ (Apostrophe) for �Possessive 
Noun�.

1.  My parents house is in Bangkok. 

2.  This is my brother car. He likes it very much. 

3.  The rabbits tails are short and soft. 

4.  Tony girlfriend is lovely. 

5.  These two boys are Mr. Brown sons. 

6.  His mother cake is delicious. 

7.  Our teacher smart phone is new. 

8.  The women dresses are pink. 
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9.  Those children pens are red. 

10.  That bicycle is my sister. 

Note!
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Personal Pronoun
บรุุษสรรพนาม (สรรพนามแทนตวับคุคล)

Test 12   Fill in a correct �Personal Pronoun� in each of the 
following sentences.

1.  am watching TV with my sister.

2.  John and I are good friends.  usually go out 

together.

3.  Kate and Danny went to Pattaya yesterday and  

liked it.

4.  “Hello, Simon!  look happy today.”

5. “ Do you want to come with ? I am leaving now.”

6.  “I love you so much. Please marry  .”

7.  Anna has been ill. We should go to visit  .

8.  My dog’s name is Leo.  is a very clever dog.

9.  Our parents live in Chiangrai. We often go to visit  .

10.  Henry will come to our party tonight. He is excited to see 

 .

11.  “Would  like a cup of hot milk? I can get it for 

 .”
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12.  “Good morning� Jack and Jim! Nice to see  again.”

13.  Paul is a very friendly man.  always says hello and 

smiles to me when we meet.

14.  Kevin is just a little boy. Don’t hit  ! 

15.  Sara has a daughter and  loves  

very much.

16. “ Excuse  . Where is the bus station?”

17.  Thank  for your help.  are very 

kind to me.

18.  The weather is bad.  has been raining hard all 

day.

19.  Our children are very young. We have to take care of 

 well.

20.  Jenny works hard and now  is rich.
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Possessive Pronoun & Possessive Adjective
สรรพนามแสดงความเป็นเจ้าของ & คณุศพัท์แสดงความเป็นเจ้าของ

Test 13   Choose the correct �Possessive Pronoun� or 
�Possessive Adjective� in each sentence below.

1. This is my desk. Where is  (your/yours)?

2.  Sara’s house is very big. Have you been to   

(her/hers)?

3.  (Our/Ours) parents are teachers.

4. This present is for Frank. It is  (his/hers).

5. Those pens belong to me. They are all  (mine/my).

6.  The students are in  (their/theirs) classroom 

quietly.

7. Do you like  (mine/my) new dress?

8. My cat hurts  (it/its) legs. It cannot walk.

9. Pam cannot find  (her/him) bag.

10.  My sons are finding their balls. Those balls are  

(their/theirs).

11. “Where is  (your/yours) car, John?”

12. Frank wants to have  (his/her) own bicycle.
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13. I have  (mine/my) lunch with Judy every day.

14.  I washed my hands. Did Tom and Tim wash  

(theirs/their)?

15. My dog is playing with  (it/its) tail.

เราสามารถใช้ noun + of + possessive pronoun ได้ เช่น 
•  Joe is a friend of mine. โจเป็นเพื่อนของฉัน
•   Mrs. Fields is dancing with some students of hers.  

มิสซิสฟิลด์ส์ก�าลังเต้นร�าอยู่กับนักเรียนของเธอ

 Tips
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Reflexive Pronoun
สรรพนามสะท้อน (สรรพนามแสดงตนเอง)

Test 14   Fill in the blanks with the correct �Reflexive 
Pronoun�.

myself yourself himself  herself
itself ourselves  yourselves  themselves

1. I did my science homework by  .

2. Kate fell over and hurt  .

3. Mr. Black lives in that house by  .

4. The students helped  with their lunch.

5.  I will be away for a while. Can you take care of  ?

6. We are washing  in the river.

7. That baby bird is in the nest by  .

8. Girls, please find  a seat and listen to me.

9. I am making a birthday cake by  .

10. Sara and I enjoyed  at the party last night.
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Demonstrative Pronoun  
& Demonstrative Adjective

สรรพนามบ่งชี ้& คณุศพัท์บ่งชี้

Test 15  Fill in the blanks with �this� or �these�.

1.  is my puppy. Its name is Joey.

2.  are our color pencils.

3. Are  your shoes?

4.  is not Ben’s house.

5.  are not their shirts.

6. Is  Jane’s school bag?

7. Who is  girl?

8. Are  books yours?

9. Please come in  room.

10. Why are  people here?

11. Whose cat is  ?

12.  skirt was dirty so I washed it.

13.  men were here yesterday.

14. Where did you find  little boy?
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15. What is  ?

16. Aren’t  toys yours?

17.  is Tom. He is my best friend.

18. Who are  guys?

19. When will  students go home?

20.  dogs don’t bite anybody.

Test 16  Fill in the blanks with �that� or �those�.

1.  is my school.

2. Is  your father?

3. Who is  lady?

4. Why did  boy cry?

5.  students are playing soccer.

6. Are  pens expensive?

7.  teacher is not my art teacher.

8.  cows are in the field.

9.  is not the way to my house.

10. Whose dogs are  ?

11.  story was sad. It made me cry.
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12.  picture is beautiful.

13. Is  dress you want to buy?

14.  computers are not ours.

15.  building is small.

16. Do you stay at  hotel?

17. What is  thing?

18.  are their clothes.

19.  is your hat, isn’t it?

20.  is not my watch.

Remember! 
•  this/that ใช้กับนามเอกพจน์และกริยาเอกพจน์เท่านั้น
•  these/those ใช้กับนามพหูพจน์และกริยาพหูพจน์เท่านั้น

 Tips
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Interrogative Pronoun
สรรพนามแสดงค�าถาม

Test 17   Fill in the blanks with the suitable 
�Interrogative Pronoun�.

Who        What        When        Where        Why
Which        Whose        Whom        How

1. A:  is this beautiful lady? 

 B: She is my sister.

2. A:  are they doing? 

 B: They are playing basketball.

3. A:  are you here?  

 B: Because I want to see you.

4. A:  will they come home?  

 B: About 6 p.m.  

5. A:  is this umbrella?  

 B: It’s mine.

6. A:  are they searching for?  

 B: They are searching for a thief.
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7. A:  is yours? 

 B: The thick one is mine.

8. A:  is his office?  

 B: His office is on Silom Road.

9. A:  are you going?  

 B: I am going to Chiangmai.

10. A:  does Mrs. Brown do?  

 B: She is a teacher.

Test 18   Write a question for each of the following 
answers.

1. A:  ? (Whose) 

 B: This dog is ours.

2. A:  ? (Where) 

 B: I went to the movie theater last night.

3. A:  ? (What) 

 B: I am reading a book.

4. A:  ? (Who) 

 B: Mr. Black is my English teacher.
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5. A:  ? (When) 

 B: I’ll go to school tomorrow morning.

6. A:  ? (Why) 

 B: Dan is absent because he is ill.

7. A:  ? (How) 

 B: We go to school by bus.

8. A:  ? (Which) 

 B: I like the bigger toy.

9. A:  ? (Where) 

 B: I live in Bangkok.

10. A:  ? (Whom) 

 B: John loves Jenny.

อย่าสับสนการใช้ Who กับ Whom 
•  Who ใช้ถามถึงประธานในประโยค เช่น 
 A: Who is your best friend?
 B: Jane is my best friend.
•  Whom ใช้ถามถึงกรรมในประโยค เช่น
 A: Whom do you love most?
 B: I love my parents most.

 Tips
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Wrap up ‘Nouns’ and ‘Pronouns’
ทบทวนการใช้นามและสรรพนาม

Test 19  Choose the correct answers. 

1. Thailand is a  . 

 a. city b. country 

 c. capital d. village

2. Miss Malee is my English  at school. 

 a. father b. mother 

 c. teacher d. wife

3. Dr. Black works in a small  . 

 a. clinic b. house 

 c. farm d. cottage

4. Judy bought a lot of  from the bookshop. 

 a. dogs b. book 

 c. water d. books

5. There is no  in summer. 

 a. oil b. soil 

 c. rain d. money

6. How much  do you want? 

 a. sugar b. pens 

 c. banana d. egg
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7. My father is  engineer. 

 a. a b. an 

 c. some d. any

8. There are four  in our kitchen. 

 a. mouses b. bus 

 c. mice d. buses

9. These two  are crowded. 

 a. box b. boxes 

 c. city d. cities

10. Tom gave a  of roses to Mary. 

 a. team b. bunch 

 c. gang d. group

11. Lucy was my first  . I loved her very much. 

 a. love b. idea 

 c. luck d. joy

12. That is  ring. 

 a. Anns’ b. Ann’s 

 c. Ann d. Anns

13.  Jane and I are best friends.  go to school 

together every day. 

a. She b. He 

c. We d. They
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14. Tony is absent today.  went to Phuket. 

 a. She b. He 

 c. His d. It

15. Please give me that book. It’s  . 

 a. mind b. my 

 c. me d. mine

16. Tim’s house is bigger than  . 

 a. our b. ours 

 c. ours house d. our’s house

17. This cat is , isn’t it? 

 a. your pets b. your 

 c. yours d. yours pet

18.  are my lovely dogs. 

 a. This b. Them 

 c. That d. Those

19. We enjoyed  at the party. 

 a. ourself b. ourselves 

 c. themself d. themselves

20.  A:  are these socks?  

B: They are mine. 

a. Why b. Whom 

c. Whose d. Which
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Verb to be
กริยากลุม่ Verb to be

Test 20   Fill in the blanks with the suitable �Verb to be� 
forms in each sentence.

1. Junk food  not good for health.

2.  you happy with your new school?

3. I  a good student. I always do my homework.

4. My family and I  in Chiangmai last December.

5. Jim  not here yesterday.

6. They  great dancers.

7. We  so sleepy last night.

8. The lion  strong.

9. That singer  handsome and famous.

10. One of our teachers  from England.

11.  Lily at school last Monday?

12. My love  only for you.

13. This  Jack, my little brother.

14. Why  he sick? 
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15.  you coming with me?

16. The robber  not a good guy.

17. My town  very small.

18.  The stars in the sky  really far away from the 

Earth.

19. Water  important for us.

20. China  a large country.

Note!
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Verb to have
กริยากลุม่ Verb to have

Test 21  Fill in the blanks with �has�, �have�, or �had�.

1. I  my breakfast at 8 o’clock every morning.

2. Sara  two children.

3. We don’t  a car.

4. My father  a fever yesterday.

5. Do you  any money?

6. They did not  any food to eat last night.

7. Tony and Tom  coffee together every morning.

8. I  no idea where my dog is.

9. Sam  been to America last month.

10.  My son  a high fever. He has to see a doctor  

right now.

11. We  just eaten breakfast.

12.    David gone to bed yet? He has to go to school 

early tomorrow.
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Imperative Verb
กรยิาแสดงค�าสัง่ ตกัเตอืน ขอร้อง สัง่สอน เชือ้เชญิ

Test 22  Fill in the blanks with the suitable verbs.

Come Open Go Drink Brush 
Put Send Take Help Do

1.  back to your room now!

2.  clean water for your good health.

3.  some milk in this cup, please.

4.  to see me tomorrow.

5.  this letter to my parents for me.

6.  me carry these bags, please.

7.  your teeth every morning.

8.  the window, please.

9.  care of yourself.

10.  your homework before going to play outside.

ประโยคค�าสั่ง ตักเตือน ขอร้อง สั่งสอน หรือเชื้อเชิญ มักขึ้นต้นประโยคด้วยกริยาที่ ใช้อักษร
น�าตัวใหญ่เสมอ เช่น Stop! หยุดนะ ! Come here. มานีส่ิ

 Tips
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Infinitives
กริยาที่ไม่ผนัรปู

Test 23  Choose the best answers.

1. The girls  this concert. 

 a. is watching b. likes watching 

 c. likes watch d. like to watch

2. Ben saw the robber  through the back door. 

 a. escapes b. escape 

 c. escaped d. escaping

3. They heard someone  outside. 

 a. yells b. yelled 

 c. yell d. to yell

4. I have to  home now. 

 a. went b. go 

 c. going d. gone

5. Jane wanted to  her party at home. 

 a. has b. having 

 c. had d. have

6. The sad song made me  .  

 a. cry b. cried 

 c. cries d. crying
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7. My mother asked me to  her with housework. 

 a. help b. helping 

 c. helps  d. helped

8. The kids love to  with that friendly dog. 

 a. played b. play 

 c. playing d. plays

9. My family went to  Japan last year. 

 a. visiting b. visits 

 c. visit d. visited

10. Don’t make me  . 

 a. laughs b. laughed 

 c. laughing d. laugh

Infinitive แบ่งเป็น 2 ประเภท

1. Infinitive with to เช่น
 •  We want to go with you. พวกเราอยากไปกับคุณ
 •  I am happy to see you. ฉันดี ใจที่ ได้เจอเธอ

2. Infinitive without to เช่น
 •  We can go with you. พวกเราไปกับคุณได้
 •  I hear someone cry. ฉันได้ยินใครบางคนร้องไห้

 Tips
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Transitive Verb and Intransitive Verb
สกรรมกริยาและอกรรมกรยิา

Test 24   Look at the underlined verbs and circle T for 
�Transitive Verb� or I for �Intransitive Verb�.

1. Mr. White is standing there alone. T or I

2. Jack had his dinner. T or I

3. I want to have some milk, please.  T or I

4. My dog died yesterday.  T or I

5. The policeman shot the thief.  T or I

6. We laughed happily.  T or I

7. The students are walking to school.  T or I

8. Peter likes learning English.  T or I

9. My father bought a new car.  T or I

10. John and Joe go to school by bus.  T or I

11. They will come home soon.  T or I

12. I sold my house last year. T or I

13. Sara speaks Korean well.  T or I

14. The naughty boy broke the window.  T or I

15. She is wearing her new dress.  T or I
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Modal Verb
กริยาช่วย

Test 25  Fill in the blanks with the correct �Modal Verb�.

can  can’t  should  shouldn’t  won’t 
will  must  mustn’t  may  may not

1. I don’t go to the beach because I  swim.

2. We  hurry. The bus is coming.

3. The children are screaming. They  hear us.

4. I have a lot of homework. I  go anywhere with you.

5. You  steal things.

6. We  obey the law.

7.  they be home this evening?

8.  you speak English?

9.  I go to the toilet?

10. You  talk loudly. The little baby is sleeping.
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Present Tense
ปัจจบุนักาล

Test 26  Choose the correct answers.

1. We  to school together. 

 a. going b. gone  

 c. go d. goes

2. I always  my teeth before going to bed. 

 a. brushing b. brush 

 c. brushes d. am brushing

3. Do you  Thai language? 

 a. understood b. understanding 

 c. understand d. understands

4. Sandra  French at all. 

 a. does not understand b. do not understand 

 c. is not understand d. is not understanding

5. Why  you come here? 

 a. does b. do 

 c. is d. are

6. What  you  now? 

 a. are, doing b. am, doing 

 c. is, doing d. do, doing
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7.   she  good today? 

a. Did, feels b. Does, feel 

c. Do, feel d. Did, feeling

8. The moon  at night. 

 a. rising b. rised 

 c. rise d. rises

9. They  in the temple. 

 a. are praying b. is praying 

 c. are pray d. was praying

10. Tim and I  to stay home. 

 a. don’t want b. doesn’t want  

 c. don’t wants d. didn’t wanted

11. I  in this town for 20 years. 

 a. has lived b. have live 

 c. had live d. have lived

12. Mr. Brown  his breakfast yet. 

 a. has not to have b. have not had 

 c. has not had d. have not has

13. We  Jane for a long time. 

 a. has known b. have known 

 c. do knows d. don’t know
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14. Look! My cat  a little mouse. 

 a. is catching b. catched 

 c. catches d. are catching

15. My family and I  to the zoo. 

 a. is going b. are going 

 c. are gone d. have going

16.  you have a dog? 

 a. Do b. Does 

 c. Done d. Doing

17. We  maths every day. 

 a. not studies b. are not studying 

 c. do not study d. are not study

18. There  a lot of students in the hall at the moment. 

 a. is b. are 

 c. was d. will

19. My father  coffee every morning. 

 a. drinking b. drunk 

 c. drinks d. drank

20.  It  heavily in town. You should take an umbrella 

with you. 

a. were raining b. is raining 

c. raining d. rained
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Test 27   Change the verb in each bracket to the correct 
form of �Present Tense�.

1. The whale  (be) the largest mammal.

2. Do you  (learn) Thai language?

3. Sandra and Lenny  (watch) television now.

4. My brother  (come) home tonight.

5. We  (study) at this school for 5 years.

6.  There  (be) some kids in the playground every 

evening.

7. May I  (buy) a new pen?

8. The baby  (cry) really loudly now.

9. Listen! Someone  (scream) outside.

10. Joe  (not want) to stay home alone.

11. A lot of people  (jog) in the park.

12. Tim  (hate) chocolate.

13. Mrs. Potter  (be) a teacher for ten years.

14. Bob always  (walk) to school.

15. Kim  (sleep) at the moment.
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16. The chimpanzee  (be) the smartest animal.

17. We  (not sleep) yet.

18. This project  (be) difficult to do.

19.  (go) to bed now!

20. Ann  (have) many books.

Note!




